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RECLAIMED AMERICAN
BARN WOOD PANELS
Illuminated by the sun and embraced by tall grass. An old barn, once
the pride of its county, now slumbering silently. Patiently it waits for
the day it will again be a part of someone’s life. Our American Barn
Collection breathes new life into this historic material by restoring it
and bringing it into your home or commercial project. Handcrafted
from old barns dating from the late 1800’s to the early 1900’s. The
character and warmth of this classic material makes for a truly
distinctive home or commercial project.

DURABLE.
AUTHENTIC.
FAST & EASY INSTALL.

Infinitely variable colors, textures, and character ensure a color
palette that will work in any environment

The interlocking ends make the joints disappear; creating a seamless,
consistent overall look nothing else can compare to. Each panel covers
a full 3sf.

APPLICATIONS
ARE LIMITED
ONLY BY ONE’S
OWN CREATIVITY

SIMPLE
PRE-SET PANEL
DESIGN

Simple measure, cut to start a row, install.
Done.

LIGHTNING FAST
INSTALLATION FOR
ANY “DIY-er”

Don’t fall for dry, cracking veneers. Each panel we produce
includes materials up to 1/2” thick. Get what you’re paying for.
Sold in 8-count boxes or custom counts on volume orders.
Whoelsale purchase avaiable.

With our unique pre-set panel design, layout and installation is a snap.
Each panel is exactly the same shape for alignment adjacent panels
swiftly and accurately.

ALWAYS A
PERFECT
FIT

We’ve taken the hard work out of the process so one can expect to
cover 50sf in less than an hour. At $15sf - $20sf/$45ea - $60ea,
choosing our wall panels will save you time and money. Compare to
$25sf plus contractor labor to achieve the same look without our
pre-set panels.

NOT
A VENEER.
UP TO 1/2” THICK.

ORIGINAL FACE
RECLAIMED BARN WOOD

FIVE MATERIAL
CHOICES
We have the look you’re going for in our continually expanding
material offerings; all reclaimed, all authentic.
Available in Original Face Reclaimed Barn Wood, Heirloom Smooth
Face Reclaimed Barn Wood, Wine Soaked Oak Barrel , Natural Patina
Whiskey Stave and Wine Stave Oak Barrel.
Contact
949-244-5123

To view or purchase, all products are available on our
AntiqueBarrelCollection.com website

HEIRLOOM SMOOTH
FACE RECLAIMED
BARN WOOD
$15sf

Marketing@VintageWoodFloors.com

RETIRED
RED WINE SOAKED
OAK BARREL
$15sf

RETIRED NATURAL
PATINA WHISKEY
STAVE OAK BARREL
$20sf

RETIRED NATURAL
PATINA WINE
STAVE OAK BARREL
$20sf

